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1. From SNU subway station line #2

About 100m from SNU subway station line #2 (green line) exit #3, the bakery Tous Les Jours is located.
1. From SNU subway station line #2

The shuttle bus stop stands 10m away from **Tous Les Jours** (on the left) along the roadside.
1. From SNU subway station line #2

The shuttle bus stops at the field in front of the Administration Building (Bldg. 60).
The shuttle bus from SNU subway station line #2 stops at bus stop 4-1.

Bus stop 4-1 (the right side of the two) is also the departure spot to SNU subway station line #2.
2. To SNU subway station line #2

The shuttle bus stops in front of The O Superium Building.

SNU subway station line #2, exit #2 is located 50m in front of this spot.
3. From SNU subway station line #2 (2)

In the middle of the way from exit #3 to Tous Les Jours, is the shuttle bus stop for Engineering Education Bldg. 2 (Bldg. #301, 302). It is located in front of a beauty salon, JUNO HAIR.
3. From subway station SNU line #2 (2)

The bus stops at bus stop 9, in front of Engineering Education Bldg. 2 (Bldg. #301, 302).
4. From Shillim-dong (Nokdue street)

Right in front of the convenience store buy the way the shuttle bus stop is located.

The shuttle bus from SNU to Shillim-dong also stops here.
4. From Shillim-dong (Nokdue street)

The shuttle bus from Shillim-dong stops at bus stop 4-1 (the left side of the two).

5. To Shillim-dong (Nokdue street)

Bus stop 4-1 (left side) is also the departure spot to Shillim-dong.
6. Don’t confuse the two 4-1 stops.

There are two bus stops numbered **4-1** at the field in front of the Administration Building (Bldg. 60).

The **left** one heads to Shillim-dong.

The **right** one heads to SNU subway station line #2.
7. Time Schedule

SNU subway station line #2
⇔ SNU Administration Bldg.

07:00 - 08:00 every 10 minutes
08:00 - 09:30 every 2 minutes
09:30 - 10:30 every 4 minutes
10:30 - 12:00 every 8 minutes
12:00 - 14:00 every 10 minutes
14:00 - 16:00 every 8 minutes
16:00 - 18:30 every 4 minutes
7. Time Schedule

SNU Subway station line #2
⇔ SNU Engineering Education Bldg. 2

08:00-10:00 every 15 minutes

Shillim-dong (Nokdue Street)
⇔ SNU Administration Bldg.

07:00-08:00 every 10 minutes
08:00-09:30 every 3 minutes
09:30-10:30 every 5 minutes
10:30-16:00 every 10 minutes
16:00-18:30 every 5 minutes
7. Time Schedule

The presented time schedule is available only during the academic year. New time schedules for summer & winter sessions are posted on each bus stop at those times.

Shuttle buses do not run on Saturdays, Sundays, and official holidays.